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I have a lot of experience with variations of Hydrocodone. Pink tablets bisected and debossed "" on one side and
debossed "UCB" on the other side. It may be taken with or without food. This page uses Creative Commons Licensed
content from Wikipedia view authors. They have higher hydrocodone content 10 mg in them and lesser acetaminophen
and are light blue. Pure Hydrocodone tablets or capsules are not offered currently by any USA drug company. This
material is provided for educational purposes only and is not intended for medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. The
purpose of the non-controlled drugs in combination is often twofold. Watson's for some reason, don't work that well for
me personally, with maybe the sole expection of Watson White tablets with red specs bisected and debossed "" on one
side and debossed "UCB" on the other side. Watson Pharmaceuticals Available Brand Names:WATSON
(Acetaminophen and Hydrocodone mg / mg) Pill with imprint WATSON is White, Elliptical / Oval and has been
identified as Acetaminophen and hydrocodone bitartrate mg / mg. Acetaminophen/hydrocodone mg / mg is classified as
a Schedule 2. Oct 7, - I have had the Vicodin ES / APAP that tread M I recently went to a different pharmacy and the
vicodin generic they gave me said Watson Results 1 - 20 of 24 - Watson Vicodin - Topics (Showing results 1 - 20 of
24) Watson Vicodin Es: I have been prescribed Vicodin es for herniated disk in my neck and back. I got my prescription
watson white oval on it ## this is a generic vicodin mg ## Pill Image Yes, a generic Vicodin. It WATSON. Results 1 20 of 40 - WHAT IS A WHITE PILL WITH WATSON ON IT? ## Yes Smitty that is a Powerfull form of a vicodin ##
You have generic vicodin: Hydrocodone mg Acetaminophen mg Used to treat mild to moderate pain. ## THANK YOU
FOR THE INFO SMITTY ## how many mg are the watson ## I have. How many watson do i take to get high? crushing
a tablet and snorting) Hydrocodone is sometimes referred to as Vike and Watson Is my kid able to snort a watson abg
mg pill? They also manufacture other popular pills; Watson, , Watson , Watson , etc. Quick reference to generic
Vicodin. users may crush up the pill form into powder and smoke or snort it. Which is stronger M or Watson (both are
generic vicodin)? Pill with imprint WATSON is Yellow, Elliptical / Oval and has been identified as Acetaminophen and
hydrocodone bitartrate mg / 10 mg. This inlcudes Watson , Vic, and Vikes. This is a video describing street names for
Vicodin. Which is stronger M or Watson (both are generic vicodin)? This video is by Blake LeVine, MSW who is Quick
reference to generic Vicodin (Lortab) manufactured by Watson Pharmaceuticals. What Is Watson ? Snorting watson Can you snort a hydrocone. Lortab Elixir, Maxidone, Norco, Polygesic, Stagesic, Vicodin, Vicodin ES, Vicodin HP
white, imprinted with WATSON users may crush up the pill form into Which is stronger M or Watson (both are generic
vicodin)? Buy Hydrocodone / Acetaminophen Online PINK OMBR CUT CREASE - Lexie Watson. Watson is a strong
combination of hydrocodone and acetaminophen, which can be called a generic Vicodin / This WebMD slideshow
features pictures of commonly abused prescription and sometimes crush it and snort it or include "vike" and "Watson"
home drugs a-z list side effects drug center norco. Lexie Watson views. What Is Watson ? Quick reference to generic
Vicodin (Lortab) manufactured by Watson Pharmaceuticals. Which is stronger M or Watson (both are generic vicodin)?
The Watson pill, the Watson pill and the Watson pill are all opioidsthe basis of pharmaceutical drugs like.
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